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The citizens of the European Union have spoken and slightly more than 50% 
of the voters participated in yesterday’s EP election, in Germany the turn-out 
had increased even by 13%! Voters had been mobilized and with a very few 
exceptions, the turn-out increased in nearly all EU Member States. Voters 
engagement is clear, looking at the higher-than usual turn-out figures. The-
re has been a lot of talk, that these elections are going to be outstandingly 
important for the future of the European Union. And it seems to be the case, 
that the EU is not going to be destroyed, nationalist and populist forces did 
not gain as much as they had initially thought. Now there will be new stake-

During the last decades, these two political families have been do-
minating the political landscape in Brussels. This has changed 
now: As Margrethe Vestager, current EU Commissioner in char-
ge of competition has put it, hinting at the “Grand Coalition” of 
the past years and her “fellow Spitzenkandidaten colleagues”: 

“I do have quite some experience when it comes to breaking-up 
monopolies.” Greens and ALDE (Liberals) have increased their 

1. THE “COALITION” BETWEEN EPP AND S&D HAS BEEN DISMANTLED

FIVE TAKE-AWAYS FROM THE EP ELECTION

holders and different leading political forces in the EP which will create new 
majorities and also new momentum for the “European idea”. A much-feared 
move to the right has not taken place, although the voters had used these 
EP elections to send a strong message to their national governments, e.g. 
there will be snap elections in Greece and Matteo Salvini, who would like 
to become Italy’s Prime Minister, will also push for an early general election. 
There could also be an impact on Germany’s government, as the Social-De-
mocrats got severely “damaged” by that election result.
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weight and will have a word to say. Only with ALDE and/or the Greens, EPP and 
S&D will have a majority in the EP. But, for the record, in terms of numbers, EPP, 
S&D and Greens could also have a majority without ALDE. Might that be temp-
ting for Frans Timmermans and the S&D? All in all, life is getting more colorful 
in Brussels, that does not count only for the top jobs to be filled, but in particular 
for the upcoming legislative projects.
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The big winner in the UK is Farage’s Brexit party (31,5%=29 seats). 
And after the defeat of the Tories, with only 8% and just 4 seats, 
this result will increase the chances of Brexiteer Boris Johnson 
to become the next Prime Minister. Farage has already deman-
ded last night to participate in the Brexit negotiations with the 

EU. It could be an interesting scenario for the new Commission 
and Council Presidents to negotiate with the tandem Johnson/Fa-

rage. The Liberal Democrats increased their share as well and obtained 16 seats. 

2. A CHAOS BREXIT IS STILL AHEAD? 

They will be for the time being an important factor in the from now on French 
dominated ALDE Group (21 French MEPs), with some former MEPs who made 
it again. Also the Labour Party will come back with 10 MEPs and will be one of 
the bigger delegations within the S&D Group in the EP. Now, in the aftermath of 
the EP election result and being therefore engaged to a large extent back home 
in domestic politics, the EU leaders will be also less open to start any kind of 
renegotiation of the Brexit divorce deal asked by any UK Prime Minister. This 
might even be appealing for some political forces in the UK.



And the election of the new Commission President will be the tool 
to get there. All four leading political forces in the EP (EPP/S&D/
ALDE/Greens) will ask for commitments of the “Commission 
President-elect” in order to support him. The candidate has 

to pay a high price: he or she will have “to sign” some kind of 
“coalition treaty” where all the forces mentioned above will have 

The political orientation of the next Commission President will 
give the first flavour. EU leaders have just met in Brussels for a 
first orientation debate regarding the top job and other leading 
positions such as the succession of Donald Tusk as President 
of the European Council and the new President of the ECB, fol-

lowing Mario Draghi. Various Brussels EP stakeholders, most 
notably current EP President Antonio Tajani, have expressed that 

it should be only one of the Spitzenkandidaten who should be leading 
the Commission, as only such a candidate would be endorsed by the EP. But 
the European Council took the stance that there is no such “automatism” when 
it comes to appointing these leading office holders. The latter has always been 
the French position in the past. President Macron revealed that he is not a strong 
supporter of Manfred Weber, and not having any French support will make it very 
difficult for Weber to get the Commission job in the end. It could well be the case 
that Weber becomes the next EP President instead. 

Weber‘s situation reminds us of what happened to Martin Schulz five years ago, 
who took off as the S&D Spitzenkandidat for the Commission top job and in-
stead obtained in the end the EP Presidency for another term. The EU Leaders 
concluded that they would like to have a solution for the vacancies by the end of 
June when the next summit is taking place in Brussels, and the time by which 
Council President Tusk has been tasked to be the “headhunter” to find a com-
promise with the EU governments. 

The Liberals became third biggest and the Greens have advanced 
from sixth biggest to the fourth biggest political force. The so-cal-
led pro-European parties, kept their overall strength, although 
EPP and S&D had lost support. Whereas, it is interesting to see, 
that, with the exception of Latvia and Lithuania, the Greens did 

3. THE EP WILL BE TRYING TO BECOME A BIGGER PLAYER

5. WHAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN? 

4. AS GREENS AND LIBERALS ARE THE WINNERS – THE POLITICAL AGENDA OF THE EU WILL REFLECT THAT

left their traces in terms of content. This might create quite an impact on Coun-
cil, as the governments of the Member States might like that not too much, they 
fear to lose influence whereas the EP will certainly get more. As to EU legislation, 
First and Second Reading, as well as Conciliation and Trialogues will become 
even “more exciting”!

Some kind of a “package solution” for the top jobs is in sight in order to strike 
the balance. We might see candidates in the end who do not necessarily carry 
a French or German passport as the big Member States “cannot have it all”, but 
instead we may see personalities who are put forward as compromise candida-
tes, enjoying the support of influential governments. 

The EPP, the S&D as well as the Liberals, have appointed two Prime Ministers 
each who were asked to lead the negotiations on behalf of their party families. 
For the EPP, these PMs are the Latvian and the Croatian Karins and Plenkovic, 
for the S&D, these individuals are the Spanish and the Portuguese PMs, Sán-
chez and Costa, and for the Liberal family, Belgian PM Charles Michel and Dutch 
PM Mark Rutte.  

Council President Tusk called for a fair share of the top jobs between male and 
female. Thus, it will be very difficult for the European Parliament to say NO to a 
female candidate for the Commission President job, even if the person had not 
been running for the EP, as such an appointment would be unique and historic. 
The EP legislature will start on 2 July and the first opportunity to elect a new Com-
mission President would be mid-July in Strasbourg during the July II EP Plenary 
Session, but there are serious doubts that this will happen that fast. Jean-Claude 
Juncker already explained that the outgoing Commission could foresee to remain 
in office even until February 2020... Affaire à suivre...
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not get a single seat in Central and Eastern Europe. The political landscape in 
Brussels will be more fragmented and finding political compromises on EU le-
vel will be very challenging.
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